Abstract. In this paper, a result of [6] is generalized as follows: Given a fibration F -> E -► B of simply connected spaces in which either, the fibre has finite dimensional rational cohomology, or, it has finite dimensional rational homotopy and p induces a surjection in rational homotopy, we construct an explicit isomorphism, ç>:Extc
Introduction
For 1-connected topological spaces S, Extc» (s ; k) (K, C*(S; K)) turns out to be a nice homotopy invariant whose study was developed from the analogous concept in local algebra, Ext/{(K, R) for a local commutative ring R [2] , This invariant can be thought as the reduced homology of a "virtual Spivak fibre" and is a key notion in the establishment of interesting results on others, more classical, homotopy invariants [6] .
Given a fibration F -> E -> B of simply connected spaces in which H*(B;Q) has finite type (i.e., it is finite dimensional in each degree) and H*(F; Q) is finite dimensional, a result of Y. Felix, S. Halperin and J. C. Thomas [6, Theorem 4.3] asserts that Extc.(F;Q)(Q, C*(F; Q))êExtc.{B,Q)(Q, C*(B;Q)) = Extc.(£;Q)(Q,C*(£;Q)).
This statement was proved via duality and, since it is the result of composing several isomorphisms, it is not easy to work with to develop explicit applications. The purpose of this paper is to generalize this result and give a natural and explicit way of constructing this isomorphism. We begin by stating two algebraic facts (see §1 for notation and definitions): by ?(££" «i ® ß) = ES* VM«/) ® *(ft)) •
Observe that ç> is well defined. In fact, by definition of semicomplete tensor product (see § 1 for notation and definitions), the degree of /?, is bounded above, so is the degree of v(ß{). Therefore, since (AT, d) is positively graded, given P ■=♦ U a semifree resolution of U, f¡:P -► (AT, d) representing i>(/?,■) and O G P, there is only a finite number of i for which f¡(<b) ^ 0.
Our aim is to prove Theorem A. Let (A <g> AT, d) be a KS-extension of the connected CDGA A. Let N be an A-module and let U = U-r be a (AY, d)-module of finite type for some r g Z. If H*(AY, d) is finite dimensional, then ç^Ext^K, N)®ExtAY(U, AY) 3 Ext^Ay(<7, N ® AT) is an isomorphism. '
We prove that there is another set of conditions which makes tp an isomorphism:
For Now, given a fibration F -> E -A E of simply connected spaces, we can consider its associated sequence of differential forms A(B) -> A(E) -► A(F), [12] or [8, Chapter 20] . A classical result on Sullivan's theory of minimal models [9, §4] 
This KS-extension is intrinsic if and only if n*(p) ® Q is surjective [9, §4] . It is also known [3, Chapter 11] that the vector space Y can be identified to the rational homotopy of the fibre, n»(F) ® Q. On the other hand, for any space S, the DGAs A(S) and C*(S; Q) have the same weak homotopy type. A short computation shows that in this case (p = 0, even though (see [6, §3] ), ExWQ, Ax) ® ExtA/Q, Ay) = ExtA(x,y)(Q, A(x, y)) 9t Q.
Observe that in this example the rational cohomology of the fiber is not finite dimensional and, although the rational homotopy of the fibre is finite dimensional, this fibration is not intrinsic, i.e. it does not induce a surjection in homotopy.
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we give notation, definitions and some basic facts. §2 is devoted to the proof of Theorem A; in §3, we shall prove Theorem B. We finish with a remark where we give a slight generalization of Theorems A and B. This paper is part of my thesis, carried out under the supervision of Professor Stephen Halperin of the University of Toronto whom I would like to express my gratitude for his infinite patience and help.
Also, I would like to thank the referee for his helpful comments.
Algebraic preliminaries
For definitions and basic facts from Sullivan's theory of minimal models and its connection with rational homotopy theory, standard references are [12, 8 and 5] . The notation we shall use is the one in [8] or [5] where a very good and brief algebraic summary can be found.
We shall work over a field K of characteristic 0 unless explicitly stated otherwise. In a graded object, the degree of an element x will be denoted by \x\.
Given two differential graded vector spaces V and W, we define their complete tensor product V® W as follows:
Observe that an element O G (V® W)p can be written as
where \v¡\ + \w¡\ = p, \v¡\ < \vi+í\, and for each q g Z the set {v¿, \v¡\ = q] is finite. Also we can define the semicomplete tensor product V® W as the subspace of V® W of the elements <t>, in the form just described, satisfying: O = ¿í"" v¡ ® w>. for some %EZ.
In both cases, H(V® W) = H(V)® H(W), H(V®W) = H(V)®H(W).
Observe that the semicomplete tensor product is not a symmetric object:
V®W is not isomorphic to W® V\ A KS-extension of a CDGA (commutative differential graded algebra) A is a CDGA (A® AX, d) where AX is the free commutative graded algebra over the graded vector space X, satisfying:
(i) The inclusion id^ ® 1 : A -> (A ® AX, d) is a morphism of CDGAs.
(ii) X admits a well-ordered basis {xa} such that dxa G AX<a .
We usually write a KS-extension as a sequence If dX c A+® AX+ ~K® A-2X we shall say that the KS-extension is minimal.
A KS-complex (resp. minimal KS-complex) is a KS-extension (resp. minimal KS-extension of K.
Given a space S and its associated CDGA consisting of the polynomials forms on S, A(S) [12, §7] , the minimal model of S is a minimal KS-complex (AX, d) together with a morphism y: (AX, d) -=v A(S), inducing homology isomorphism. Any space S admits a minimal model unique up to isomorphism [8, Chapter 6] .
With respect to basic facts we need in the context of differential homological algebra, introduced by Eilenberg and J. C. Moore [11] , we shall follow literally the approach in [6, Appendix] (ii) A quism of ^-modules P =* M is called a semifree resolution (resp. minimal resolution) of M if P is semifree (resp. minimal and semifree). On the other hand, note that P -=> M -=> M' is a semifree resolution of M' as ,4-modules and thus, ß can be regarded as the identity in H(KomA (P, N') ).
Finally, consider P' =* M' a semifree resolution of M' as 5-module (which is also a quism of /4-modules!) and apply Proposition 1.3 to get the following homotopy commutative diagram of /1-modules: Composing (2) To show that a is a quism it is sufficient to prove that (3) is an isomorphism. On the other hand, since H*(AY, d) is finite dimensional, we have an isomorphism of graded vector spaces (4) Hom^ ® AX, N ® //(AT)) S HomA(A ® AX, N) ® //(AT).
Composing (3) and (4) is an isomorphism.
For that, we need the following result. Since Z is oddly graded, H*(AZ) is finite dimensional. Hence, by Theorem A, the two vertical arrows are isomorphisms. On the other hand, considering (1) and Remark 2.3, the bottom map is also an isomorphism and therefore, is an isomorphism.
Proofs for those results are analogous to the ones of Theorems A and B.
Note. In the work Bass series of local ring homomorphisms of finite flat dimension, a preprint by L. L. Avramov, H. Foxby and J. Lescot, Theorem 4.1 seems to be the analogue of Theorem A of this paper, in the environment of local algebra.
